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Onderwerp: Re: Project Proposal - Digital Unity

Van: jimenez@boell.be
Aan: aurum.helix@yahoo.com

Datum: maandag 20 augustus 2007 14:43:08 CEST

Dear Mrs Nouali,

 

Thank you for your letter and your project proposal which we found a very good idea and project. However Hbf will
not be able to support your proposal as we have defined priorities and migration, despite it is a human rights issue, is
not among them. Moreover, we don't support technological projects. 

 

We hope you will understand the reasons why we cannot support your project. We wish you to be successful in
raising the needed fund and in the project development.  

 
Best regards,  

 

Patricia Jiménez

 

 

 

Heinrich Böll Foundation 

EU Regional Office - North-South-East Dialogue Program

15, rue Arlon - 1050 Brussels - Belgium

Phone: +32 2 743 41 03 - Fax: +32 2 743 41 09

e-mail: jimenez@boell.be

 

 Dear Mrs. Jimenez,

 

I hope this message finds you well.

 

I have the honor to propose our project to the Heinrich Boell Foundation to help us help NGOs make
savings on information technology resources, to collaborate electronically and to hold Voice over IP
conferences via the internet.  The name of the project is "Digital Unity".  

 

We are sending you attach a letter that outlines the purpose of the project and our mission statement.   We
will supply more detailed information if the Heinrich Boell Foundation decides to support us.  The
delivery for this project is currently set to 31 March 2008.  
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I hope that you will enjoy reading the letter, and please do not hesitate to contact me, should you need
further details.

 

I thank you greately for your time and consideration, 

Kindly yours, 

 

Naima Mouali 

Founder and CEO

Aurum Helix 

Rijmelgem 10 box 5 

1932 Sint Stevens Woluwe 

Belgium

telephone 32 496 92 68 46 

email1: aurum.helix@yahoo.com

 

 

Sick sense of humor? Visit Yahoo! TV's Comedy with an Edge to see what's on, when. 

 

 

 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended

solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed.
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system manager.
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